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Greetings, Beloveds, It is I, Yeshua. 
 
I am delighted to have this opportunity to continue the Teaching that I had begun eons 
ago, teaching -- many of these Teachings were destroyed.  And some of them were 
misunderstood and written in ways that were distorted by those who were influenced 
by the hierarchies within that fallen sequence of 3rd dimension.  
 
They are very powerful beings, more so than many of you consider.  But all of that has 
changed with the reception and the putting on of the 1st Phase of the Light Garment, 
and the reception of the Divine Name of  YOD  HE  VAV  HE. 
 
The Garment was marked and your Spiritual Body was marked.  It became very 
luminous.  It has the Power to subdue the limitational effects of those fallen (arc) 
hierarchies.   
 
It has altered your ability to know your Divine Image.   
You have become sovereign in your body, in ALL of your bodies.   
 
And, as you walk in these refined Light Frequencies, you’re not able to be influenced to 
create with distortions.  They have, these fallen ones have no effect on you.  They have 
no way in which to throw you off course, because they are limited by that Light Garment 
that you wear and by the Sacred Letters that are emblazoned on your Spiritual Body and 
your Energetic Body, as well as on your Light Garment.  They cannot tamper with your 
Sovereignty or your Divine expression.   
 
Those Markings tell those fallen ones that you belong to the Source of All That Is.   
And they give you a wide berth in which to operate in this life.   
 
When I received my Light Garment, it was a necessary event, so that I could not only go 
through the crucifixion process but resurrect all three levels of my Light Body and have 
the ability – I had all three iterations of my Light Garment intact.  
 
In those three days that I spent in the tomb, I descended into those denser realms.   
All twelve iterations of 3rd dimensional sequences were affected.  I provided a barrier 
against those hierarchies that governed those twelve fallen iterations from going 
outside of those twelve iterations and obstructing the Light that I had brought to 
resurrect a Christed Planet and resurrect a Christed Human form.   
 
This was a HUGE undertaking that I was successful in orchestrating.  This is why I came! 
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[6:04]  I was fortunate when I came into the body of Yeshua, when I was in my mother 
Mary’s womb, that I did not forget completely who I was, as the Son of All That Is. 
 
I did, however, have to leave all three iterations of my Light Garment in the Realm from 
which I came.  I did have to leave, within that last level, iterations of my Power and 
Sovereignty that were given to me in the last days, given back to me, so that I could 
accomplish my mission. 
 
There was something else that I had and that I recovered before the crucifixion that 
helped me tremendously as I descended into the bowels of those hierarchies, those 
negative ones, those fallen powers.  And that was a very special Light Code.   
 
It was of the Language of Light of the Elohim.  And when uttered, it had a beautiful Light 
vibration that awakened the sleeping vibration of the physical body to that Energetic of 
the Language of Light of the Christ that sits within that Light Code.  It provides the 
Words to overcome the powers of the fallen world.   
 
It has never been translated from its original Sound entonement that was brought into 
the ancient writings of the Greeks, eons ago, and adopted by other religious sects, such 
as the Hebrew.  
 
And I give that Light Code, that Sound Code, to you now, for it is needed. 
It belongs to you, has always belonged to you.  But now, I awaken your ability to use it. 
And I awaken your memory of this beautiful Light Code. 
 
The Light Code is --    Zama   Zama   Ozza   Rachama   Ozai 
 
And it is to be uttered three times: 

Zama   Zama   Ozza   Rachama   Ozai 
Zama   Zama   Ozza   Rachama   Ozai 
Zama   Zama   Ozza   Rachama   Ozai 

 
 
In all of those ancient transcriptions, it was left intact, as it is to be uttered and never 
translated into a language.  The Language is the Language of the Elohim. 
 
So now, Beloveds, take a deep breath….. 
And receive what I am offering…….   
 
[Short Pause] 
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[11:07] Even though this Teaching is short, it contains transforming Energetic Powers. 
As we reviewed, the Triads of Michael, Metatron, and Melchizedek and myself -- as we 
transmitted what has taken place, what has been given in the last two sessions and 
added some Energetic Configurations, bringing these three sessions to their full 
expression and utilization. 
 
Another deep breath, as you receive in full  
 what we have given in great Love for you as a beautiful Christed emanation…….   
 
So now, as we all gather in this beautiful Crucible,  
 let us fully put on that 1st Light Garment,  
 remembering how you have worn it for a looong time.   
You have worn it in many lifetimes.   
You have worn it as you ascended into the Realms of Source in certain iterations.   
And you wear it now. 
 
And not only do you see and recognize those Divine Letters of  YOD  HEH  VAV  HEH , 
 but they have a whole new meaning to you.   
You recognize that you ARE the Image and Similitude of the Source of your Being.   
And you accept that fully and completely in great Joy.   
 
This awakens the Love for yourself that you have not ever felt.   
And you recognize the Beauty of you that we have been telling you we see……… 
 
You recognize yourself as a Son of God…  not having any gender,  
 but a member of the Energy of Source that has no limit in its expression.   
You ARE a Christed Son.   
 
If that is difficult for you, you can say daughter.   
But recognize, there is no gender in this Source Energy. 
 
Your Heart is full…..   
and your Soul is merged with your Spirit – completely… 
 
And the quiet Voice that you hear now comes from your SoulSpirit,  
 as a Christed Son of the Divine….. 
 
Notice the shifts within you that are taking place at this moment…....   
 
[Short Pause] 
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[17:24]   
 
Each day, for the next month,  
open your Crown as wide as you can,  
and SEE the Light Code of Zama Zama… descending into your body.   
 
And in humility and Love, chant or say:         Zama   Zama   Ozza   Rachama   Ozai    
      three times daily.    
[Transcriber Note: In the audio, this is the correct pronunciation] 
 
 
This Code alters you on so many levels. 
   
It opens that 7th Ray of Creation for you to make your Ascension completely and wholly 
back into the Realms of Source, from which you came…..….   
 
[Long Pause] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sit in this space until you feel complete…..…... 
 
We close our session, Beloveds…... 
We are with you always! 
 
Blessings! 
 
 


